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We offer here the first of what we hope will be a series 
of joint essays dealing with combined views on singing 
technique by one person who lives on stage, one who lives 
in the studio, and one who lives in the laboratory. Each of 

us overlaps a bit with the other two, however; we all sing, we all teach, and 
we all explore. We begin with the technique of “marking” because relatively 
little has been written about it and opinions vary significantly. Marking can 
be defined as “singing with reduced effort to preserve the voice for an upcom-
ing performance.” The key words here are “reduced effort” and “preserving,” 
which leads to two primary questions: How is effort reduced in singing?; Why 
and how is the voice preserved with this reduced effort?

The techniques of marking can broadly be cast into several categories:
1) singing with reduced loudness;
2) singing within a reduced pitch range (taking octaves up or down on 

extreme pitches);
3) singing in a lighter registration;
4) singing only portions of the piece, keeping silent on less important parts;
5) speaking or whispering some or all of the piece;
6) mouthing and gesturing (acting) without any vocalization.

Discussion of these techniques cannot be centered on only one individual 
singer, but must generally include the partners on stage. This includes the 
conductor, stage director, chorus, other soloists, pianist or orchestra, techni-
cal personnel for audio enhancement, and those who come to preview the 
show at a rehearsal. The general rule would be that one must give the partners 
what they need for a meaningful and productive rehearsal; otherwise, your 
gain might be their loss. If they need your vocal entry or release, your pitch, 
your dramatic expression, or any other cues, you must communicate them 
effectively within your marking strategy.

Renée explains how she utilizes marking: “I sing in head voice—as lightly as 
possible without weight or pressure—usually avoiding chest voice altogether. 
Marking helped me to develop pianissimo in the passaggio and above. I used 
to mark entirely on pitch, but in the last ten years or so, I sometimes take 
higher things down an octave. I also mark the physicality of what I’m doing, 
particularly when rehearsing a dramatic performance, for my muscle memory 
of staging and for those I am rehearsing with. I enact the basic physical aspects 
of voice production without the intensity of actual performance. It can look 
exaggerated, but doesn’t have the muscle or intense emotion behind it. My 
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thinking is to project with the least amount of effort.” 
Similarly, Susan Graham states the following on her 
use of marking: “When I mark, it’s primarily to take 
the pressure off my vocal cords. I use a very light, gentle 
version of head voice, usually staying in the proper 
octave, occasionally going down the octave if it gets too 
high. But sometimes I have to be careful dropping the 
octave, because I can start to put too much pressure on 
the vocal folds, almost ‘belting’, which defeats the pur-
pose of marking, which is to preserve and not tire the 
vocal apparatus.” Vocalists whose roles call for belting 
and heavier vocal production will also sing in a lighter 
head-dominant vocal production during rehearsal and 
may also rehearse down an octave on higher passages 
in order to reduce vocal fatigue.

The above strategies embrace the earlier identified 
techniques 1, 2, and 3, which may be ideal for lyric 
sopranos and tenors who are very comfortable in mixed 
registration. Often the female speaking voice is already 
in mixed registration (head-dominant mixed voice), 
creating a safe zone with reduced effort. There are sing-
ers in lower voice categories, however, for whom mixed 
registration is a never ending struggle, beginning with 
their speaking voices. From a muscular point of view, 
effort may not be reduced in lower ranges, even though 
the vocal folds collide fewer times and the vibrating tis-
sue experiences less trauma. Reduced muscular effort 
and tissue preservation do not always correlate directly.

Reducing pitch range, by singing very high pitches 
an octave lower and perhaps very low pitches an octave 
higher, may invite a bit of a risk with a relatively new 
performance piece. Two different motor patterns may be 
created for transitioning to the two alternative pitches, 
which may not prepare the singer for guaranteed auto-
maticity in the final performance. If you mark too often, 
in a panic the motor system may override your attempt 
at normal production and take the easy route to the 
alternate note. One way to avoid inadvertent switch to 
the alternate pitch is to mentally prepare the transition 
into the written high or low note exactly as it would be 
sung in performance, even when marking. Some teach-
ers label this as developing the muscle memory required 
to consistently perform a specific piece, or “getting the 
piece into your voice.”

Vocal fatigue can be a serious problem for choral 
singers. Most college music students studying voice 

are required to participate in vocal ensembles for their 
degree programs. Choral rehearsals for vocalists can 
range from four to six hours leading up to performances. 
Vocalists are asked to sing as they would in performance 
throughout rehearsals to create an ideal blend and bal-
ance of vocal parts. Many choral concerts take place 
during the year-end holiday season. For music students, 
long choral rehearsals are on top of a full day that likely 
includes a good deal of voice use in lessons, preparing 
for semester-end performance juries, and recitals. For 
working professionals, rehearsals are in addition to the 
demands on their voices throughout the day at work. 
When participating in student-run theater productions, 
students are asked to sing for long periods of time and 
often in full voice. Students report being told they are 
forbidden from marking because they don’t do it cor-
rectly. For most voice users, including college music 
students and semiprofessional voice users, vocal rest 
for several days is often not an option.

Few singing teachers and choral conductors have 
heard of systematic methods of teaching marking. It 
seems to be something singers are expected to do auto-
matically. Even college graduate students studying voice 
claim they do not know how to mark, or how to mark 
effectively. The critical question to be answered is: What 
is correct marking technique for young voices or voices in 
training? If general vocal technique is not fully developed, 
perhaps frequent vocal recovery periods must be built 
into rehearsals. It is hard to understand why sectional 
partitioning is not utilized widely. Every section in a 
choir can be partitioned into group 1, group 2, group 3, 
etc. Rather than having the entire chorus sing full voice 
or sotto voce through the entire piece, repeatedly, why 
not alternate groups? That brings in techniques 4–6 listed 
above, which limit duration of vocalization. Many choral 
singers have not mastered registers well enough so that 
everything can be sung in mixed registration. Tenors 
and baritones often flip between their modal and falsetto 
registers, especially when fatigue has set in, or when 
rehearsing in early morning hours. Mezzo sopranos have 
similar problems. Building in a 5–10 minute rest period 
followed by 5 minutes of straw phonation or lip trills can 
offer a meaningful recovery and voice reset time. It also 
offers a chance for active listening and note taking for 
the singers, which could lead to better absorption of the 
piece while minimizing vocal fatigue.
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For advanced singers, marking is something that 
can be practiced in the voice studio, particularly when 
an accompanist is present. This partner can help the 
performer decide when it is appropriate to mark based 
on the individual requirements of the piece. Marking 
a passage should never be a spur of the moment deci-
sion on stage. One should plan and rehearse in advance 
which notes, entrances, cadenzas, and/or fermatas will 
be altered or cut while marking, for one’s own benefit 
and the benefit of others. If you curtail belting, let your 
directors and managers know that you will be mark-
ing in rehearsal and that you are not delivering your 
final sound. Keep in mind, you may have to give them 
a samples of the real performance sound so decisions 
regarding amplification, staging, and other important 
details can be made. Utilizing proper posture and sup-
port is always advised. Muscles recover quickly, in a 
matter of minutes to hours; vocal fold tissue traumatized 
from excessive vibration can take several days to recover.

Is whispering or speaking instead of singing helpful 
in the context of marking? Whispering is not an effi-
cient way of producing sound levels required on stage. 
It requires preventing the vocal folds from vibrating, 
especially in a loud whisper. The vocal folds have to be 
abducted and stiffened, and lung pressure needs to be 
relatively high. This extra muscular effort expended for 
vocal fold posturing and respiration is likely to be an 
inadequate compensation for the benefit received from 
reduced vocal fold collision. Regarding the use of speech 
as a substitute for singing, it should be understood that 
most speech is low-level vocalization (acoustically), 
unless it is stage speech. Speaking a song in the proper 
musical tempo, rhythm, and meter is an art in and of 
itself. It is likely that the cognitive and motor demands for 
performing such new prosody and overall loudness could 
bring about a new fatigue. Nevertheless, for cueing and 
synchronizing ensemble productions, it may have utility.

A possible solution to help improve vocalists’ ability 
to preserve their voices through marking is the inclusion 
of multiple methods of marking in college level voice 
pedagogy courses for voice performance, music educa-
tion, music theater, and voice pedagogy majors. Marking 
methods could include different voice types and differ-
ent levels of skill and vocal development. The key vari-
ables for vocal vibration dose, and thereby fatigue, are 
sound level (loudness), fundamental frequency (pitch), 

and duration (time of voicing). Adjusting loudness 
and pitch have been discussed here. Time of voicing 
requires creativity by conductors and directors, allow-
ing alternate sub-groups of individuals in ensembles the 
required vocal rest and recovery periods. This resetting 
may involve little or no speaking, combined with semi-
occluded vocal tract exercises, until the full ensemble 
sound is needed.
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Do you have solid vocal skills?
Do you enjoy working with  

children and families?
If so, Suzuki Teaching may be for you.

Trained Suzuki teachers are in great demand throughout the U.S., 
Canada and around the world. Training is available at summer 
institutes in more than 50 locations throughout North America 
for violin, viola, cello, bass, piano, flute, guitar, harp, recorder, 
organ, voice, and Suzuki early childhood education.

For more information 
 call SAA toll-free at: 

1-888-378-9854 or visit our website: 
www.suzukiassociation.org

Is Suzuki teaching
for YOU?
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